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BLM'S PETITION FOR DIRECTOR'S REVIEW

The Bureau of Land Management, by and through its attorney of record in

this matter, with the concurrence of the Rocky Mountain Regional Solicitor Matt

McKeown, petitions the Director of the Office Hearings and Appeals to review

and reverse the Board of Land Appeals' February 7, 2017 Decision which set aside

and remanded a BLM Wyoming coal lease modification decision. The Board's

decision is based on a misunderstanding of the underlying facts and must be set

aside. The Board concluded that the BLM High Plains District Manager was not

properly authorized to sign a decision record approving the issuance of a lease

modification, but the decision record signed by the District Manager, despite its

less than precise language, did not approve the issuance of a lease modification.

Rather, the District Manager signed the decision record approving the

environmental assessment and the offering of the lease modification, an action



that precedes approval of the lease modification by the State Director and one

which the District Manager is clearly authorized to take. Indeed, the lease

modification process had not been completed and a lease modification had not

been issued.

Because the decision on appeal in this matter is the decision to offer the

West Antelope II lease modification tract, and not the issuance of the lease

modification (which has still not yet occurred) the Board erred in setting aside

and remanding the matter. BLM respectfully requests the ORA Director to

reverse the Board's remand decision at 189 IBLA 274 and instruct the Board to

proceed with issuing a decision on the merits for the consolidated appeals.

I. BACKGROUND

In 2011, the BLM held a competitive lease sale for two tracts of federal coal

known as the West Antelope II tracts in Wyoming's Powder River Basin. BLM

issued the record of decision to offer these tracts in 2010, and both Powder River

Basin Resource Council (PRBRC) and WildEarth Guardians (WildEarth) filed

notices of appeal. WildEarth also sought a stay of the decision to offer the tracts.

Before the Board issued a decision on the merits, WildEarth withdrew its appeal

and challenged the sufficiency of the underlying EIS in WildEarth Guardians et

al v. Salazar, 880 F. Supp. 2d 77 (D.D.C. July 30, 2012); and WildEarth

Guardians et al v. Jewell, 738 F.3d 298 (D.C. Cir. December 24, 2013)). The

Board affirmed BLM's decision to offer the tracts and described the background

of the West Antelope II EIS and leasing record of decision in Powder River Basin

Resource Council, 180 IBLA 119, 121-126 (2010), and the D.C. District and Circuit

Courts ofAppeal affirmed the decision.
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After beginning mining operations on the tracts, the operator determined

that certain coal reserves adjacent and to the west of the leased tracts, initially

thought to be uneconomic to mine, contained mineable coal. And so on

November 29, 2012, the operator filed an application to modify lease WYW

177903 to include a tract of 856 acres. Given production rates at the time ofthe

application, the lease modification would add about six months of reserves to the

mine's production.

After preparing an environmental assessment, close to two years after

receiving the lease modification application, on August 15, 2014, BLM"issued a

decision record, signed by the Wyoming High Plains District Manager to approve

offering the lease modification. Once again, WildEarth and PRBRC promptly

appealed the decision to offer the lease modification, arguing that BLM's NEPA

analysis in the EA was inadequate. WildEarth argued that BLM's explanation for

not including a social cost of carbon analysis in the EA was arbitrary and

capricious, that BLM's air quality analysis was inadequate and that BLM failed to

consider the cumulative impacts of an oil and gas development project proposed

in Converse County. PRBRC argued that the EA should have included discussion

of "whether SMCRA's [Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act]

contemporaneous reclamation mandates are being met", that "BLM failed to

consider cumulative impacts related to horizontal oil wells", and that BLM was

required to "consider the likelihood that the coal will be sold for a price below fair

market value."

In January 2015, BLM requested that the Board consolidate the two

appeals and provided answers in each case. In neither case did appellants argue
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that the BLM District Manager was without delegated authority to sign the

decision record approving the offering of the lease modification. After the Board

issued a decision in the Spruce Stomp appeal (187 IBLA 349 (May 6,2016)) and

orders in the Bridger Coal (IBLA 2016-8) and Twentymile (IBLA 2016-80) lease

modification appeals on August 25, 2016 , (remanding decisions signed by Field

Managers) it required BLM to respond to an order to show cause as to why the

West Antelope II appeal should not be remanded. On September 26,2016 BLM

provided a detailed response to the order to show cause. On September 30, BLM

also filed a sur reply explaining that the lease modification had still not been

executed (and still has not been signed as ofApril 10, 2017). But the Board

disregarded BLM's explanation as to why the District Manager was authorized to

sign a decision record to offer the lease modification, and on February 7, 2017

issued a decision remanding the appeal without issuing a decision on the merits.

An important part of the background for this request is BLM's change in

its delegations, at both the national and state levels, and the documentation BLM

provided to explain those changes. In addition, the Board had previously

recognized the authority of the District Managers to sign decisions offering

federal coal leases, where in this appeal, it does not. Each of these points are

discussed in more detail below.

1. BLM's Change in Delegations.

The BLM Manual contains policy and procedures for program

management direction. BLM's website notes that "each Handbook is controlled

by a Manual Section which sets out the basic authority for performing tasks and

states who bears the ultimate responsibility for seeing that these tasks are
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accomplished..."

https://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/info/regulations/Instruction_Memos_and_Bull

etins/blm_manual.html. BLM's internal delegations of authority are set forth in

MS-1203, which does not appear on the previously cited BLM public web page.

Each BLM State Office also has an MS-1203 containing each state's

delegations of authority. In 2010, Wyoming BLM revised its delegation manual

WY MS-1203 to be consistent with the national MS-1203, and ~tates that its

policy and objectives are that "all authorities are delegated to the lowest

organizational levels possible, consistent with efficient program management."

WY MS-1203, Section .02 Objectives and .06 Policy.

Within MS-1203, Appendix 1, under Subject Code or Regulation 1793, the

decision-making authority provides State Directors with authority to "[P]ublish,

file, and approve draft and environmental impact statements and associated

records of decision" consistent with Assistant Secretary delegations. The activity

to approve records of decisions associated with NEPA documents was delegated

to BLM State Directors (SD), with the opportunity for SDs to re-delegate to a

lower administrative level. In April 2010, with change 1issued in May 2010, the

Wyoming BLM State Office revised its Delegations Handbook MS-1203 to move

the authority for signing decision records and records of decision from the State

Director to District Managers.

When it issued the revised delegations Manual, WY BLM prepared a side

by side comparison of the authority for decision making under the previous

delegations with those under the new revised delegations. This comparison chart

was approved by the then-Associate State Director Ruth Welch on July 23, 2010.
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This side by side comparison of the former delegations with the revised

delegations showed that the District Manager has been delegated with authority

to make decisions for offering federal coal for lease. See, Completing Coal

Program NEPA Under BLM Wyoming 1203 Manual (4/2010), un-paginated page

4, Section 9 ("The DM signs the ROD."),

In addition to the comparison table and explanation, on July 8, 2013, WY

BLM also issued an Instruction Memorandum 1M 2013-040. This 1M clarified

that the District Manager is authorized to sign records of decision for coal leasing

actions. ("The ROD is written by the HPD or HD coal staff and is signed by the

District Manager. If the no action alternative is selected, a signature of the SD is

also required on the ROD.") (IM WY 2013-040, July 8, 2013, pages 4-5).

2. Previous Board Decisions Acknowledge Authority of
District Manager.

Prior to the Spruce Stomp decision and the Twentymile and Bridger

Orders, the Board explicitly recognized that District Managers were authorized to

sign decision records and records of decision for coal leasing and modification

decisions. In 2012, when WildEarth challenged the WY High Plains District

Manager's decision to offer a lease modification to Peabody School Creek Mining,

the Board expressly noted that the leasing decision was approved by the High

Plains District Office, (Appeal from a decision of the Wyoming High Plains

District Office, noting "The FONSI and DR were signed and posted on February

10 and 12, 2012 respectively.") WildEarth Guardians, 183 IBLA 165, 168

(February 12,2013). The Board's decision acknowledged that the District

Manager was the authorized officer for making the decision, and there was no
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question about whether this authority was properly delegated, even though in

previous challenges to Wyoming BLM coal leasing decisions before 2010, the

Board noted that the leasing authorizations had been signed by the State

Director.

When appellants challenged the WY High Plains District Manager's

decisions to offer four lease-by-application tracts analyzed in the Wright Area

Coal Leasing Environmental Impact Statement, the Board did not question the

authority of the District Manager to sign the RODs for those leasing actions. See,

e.g., Powder River Basin Resource Council, 183 IBLA 242'(March 14, 2013)

(explicitly noting the District Manager signed the ROD offering the South

Porcupine coal tract for lease); Powder River Basin Resource Council, 183 IBLA

83 (December 21, 2012)(explicitly noting the District Manager signed the ROD

offering the North Porcupine coal tract for lease).

After WY BLM revised its MS-1203 delegations to authorize District

Managers to make coal leasing decisions, PRBRC filed its appeal challenging the

District Manager's decision to offer South Hilight tract with the Wyoming State

Office rather than the District Office. In an Order dismissing that appeal, after

issuing an order to show cause as to why the appeal should not be dismissed for

failure to comply with 43 C.F.R. 4-411(a)(1), the Board found that "a notice of

appeal must be received by the particular BLM office that issued the decision; in

this case, the High Plains District Office, in order to vest the Board with

jurisdiction over the appeal." Order, Powder River Basin Resource Council,

IBLA 2011-146, (July 25,2011). The Board found that the High Plains District

Officer was the authorized officer for the leasing decision and rejected PRBRC's
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appeal because it was filed with the State Director instead of the District

Manager.

In all of these previous appeals, the Board's decisions explicitly recognized

that the District Manager was the authorized officer for the purposes of offering

federal coal leases. For each of the four lease by application decisions issued by

the High Plains District Manager, and analyzed in the Wright Area EIS, the Board

affirmed the District Manager's decisions. These decisions were also affirmed by

the District Court for the District of Wyoming in the consolidated cases

WildEarth Guardians et al v. BLM, No. 1:12-CV-00708-ABJ (D. WY) No. 15-8109

(10th Cir.), and the Tenth Circuit Court ofAppeals in Denver heard oral

argument for that case March 21, 2017.

II. ERRORS IN THE BOARD's DECISION 189 IBIA 274

The BLM WY High Plains District Manager was properly delegated the

authority to approve the Environmental Assessment and the offer for the lease

modification. Unfortunately, the Decision Record signed by the District Manager

used imprecise language which could be purported to be something it was not-

an approval of the lease modification. Although BLM acknowledges that the

phrasing of the Decision Record was not precise, and will not be used in the

future, the unauthorized approval of a lease modification did not take place. The

actual decision made - to offer the lease modification -- was within the District

Manager's properly delegated authority.

1. A NEPA Decision Record for a Coal Lease Modification is
not the final or only decision approving the modification.
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In its decision, the Board states that the NEPA Decision Record signed by

the District Manager "is plainly a decision to approve a lease modification". 189

IBLA at 278. This conclusion is incorrect. The Board bases this conclusion in

large part on the poorly phrased Decision Record itself, where the District

Manager incorrectly claims to approve the lease modification (rather than to

approve continuation of the modification process by offering the modification),

and does not accurately reflect the nature or function of the Decision Record.

Until the actual lease is modified, the decision to proceed with the process of

modifying the lease has not been completed and a lease modification has not

been issued. When BLM issues a Decision Record explaining why the NEPA

analysis supports approval of offering a lease modification, that does not mean

that BLM must issue the modification. Indeed, in the underlying challenge to the

West Antelope II lease modification decision record, the lease has not yet been

modified and the lease modification has not yet been signed. In their appeals,

WildEarth Guardians and Powder River Basin Resources Council argued that the

NEPA analysis for the decision to modify the lease was not adequate, not that the

wrong person had signed the decision record. Because the lease itself has not yet

been modified, BLM still has to evaluate whether all of the other prerequisites to

issuing the lease modification have been met.

If approval of the Decision Record is, as the Board concluded it was,

equivalent to approval of the modification itself, once a District Manager issues a

decision record, then the underlying lease must be modified. But as BLM's 1M

pointed out, this is a two-step process: 1) First, a District or Field Manager makes

a decision to approve moving forward with processing the lease modification, and
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2) then the Deputy State Director for Minerals and Lands determines whether all

of the requirements l to modify the lease have been met and executes the lease

modification.

The District Manager's imprecise language in the decision record ("I agree

with the recommendation of the Assistant District Manager for Solid Minerals,

and 1 approve the decision to modify lease WYW-177903 by an addition of an

8s6.61-acre tract") does not bind the Deputy State Director to issue or not issue

the modification. Indeed, as the BLM 1M 2013-040 points out, if a District

Manager issues a decision to reject the application and selects a no action

alternative, then the Deputy State Director must also agree and sign such a

decision. Because it has taken the Decision Record literally as the "approval" of

the modification, the Board concludes that "But once the decision is made to

modify a coal lease through a DR, execution of the document implementing the

decision is merely ministeria1." (189 1BLA at 282). This is not the case.

The Deputy State Director retains authority to issue or not to issue the

lease modification, a decision he/she makes upon further independent review.

There are several factors the DSD must first take into consideration in this

independent review process - whether the preconditions to modifying the lease

have been met, and if modifying the lease would be in the public interest. It is

only upon the execution of the modification through the DSD signing the

I These include the requirements set forth at 43 C.F.R. Subpart 3432, which require BLM to ensure the
offer for the modified area meets fair market value, that the modification area is within the statutory limit,
that the modification area is not overlain by land held by a qualified surface owner, that the lessee file a
written acceptance of conditions imposed, and that the lessee file an extension of the existing bond to cover
the modification area. Under section 3432.3(c) "Before modifying a lease, BLM will prepare an
environmental assessment or environmental impact statement covering the proposed lease area... " but this
section says nothing about who may sign the decision record for the EA.
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appropriate documents that the modification becomes effective, and such a

decision is not "merely ministerial" because the DSD must make additional

decisions.

The Board in large part based its West Antelope II lease modification

decision on the prior Spruce Stomp decision, where it concluded that "[i]f a

decision is not issued by an employee with delegated authority to issue it, then

the action does not bind the Department and is not properly considered a

decision of the BLM. 187 IBLA at 353. This has the effect of reducing the two

step lease modification process BLM has been following, to a single step process,

where only officials responsible for signing lease modification documents may

sign off on the underlying decision record. In the West Antelope II lease

modification decision, Judges Reichel and Jackson make this clear, opining that

"BLM conflates decisions authorizing coal lease modifications with the NEPA

documentation supporting such decisions (emphasis in the original) 189 IBLA

280.

In many cases, just like the West Antelope II lease modification, there is

significant delay between a District Manager's decision to approve the lease

modification and the ultimate Deputy State Director decision to execute the lease

modification. As the Board notes "[o]nly after the NEPA process is complete may

the authorized official make its decision" (Id.) but dismisses the role of the

authorized officer in signing the lease modification itself. Under the delegations

manual, BLM's decision making consists of 1) the delegated Field or District

Manager approving a decision that the NEPA analysis is sufficient to modify a
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lease, and 2) the final decision of determining whether to sign the actual lease

modification which is left to the Deputy State Director.

The record associated with each of the four remanded decisions shows that

the State Office was aware of, and participated in, the decision-making process.

Indeed, the State Office knew and fully supported the Field or District Office's

NEPA decision to move forward with the lease modifications. The "wrong"

signature on the Decision Record should be considered harmless error in such

circumstances. Instead it appears that the Board used the improper delegation

finding to remand the decision without resolving the underlying merits, even

though the appeal had been pending for more than two years.

2. The Board has approved other BLM decisions to issue
leases where the ROD was signed by a District Manager, where these
leasing decisions were subsequently affirmed in federal district court
challenges, without ever raising this delegation issue.

As previously discussed in the background section, the Board has issued

multiple decisions affirming a District Manager's authority to sign a record of

decision or decision record for a lease by application or a lease modification and

never raised this issue. In its decision, the Board simply stated that

"jurisdictional issues may be raised at any time in a proceeding and cannot be

waived" (189 IBLA 283), but never explained how those previous decisions would

be affected by its current ruling. Indeed, WildEarth has taken the Board's

previous decision in Spruce Stomp to mean that these previous leasing decisions,

which were affirmed by the Board and by subsequent District Court proceedings,

are "null and void" and must be set aside. This casts a cloud over past BLM
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decisions where Field and District Managers signed decision records where the

decision instrument was subsequently signed by a State Office official.

As stated above, the instruments signed by State Office officials are not

merely ministerial, but provide the lessee with the right to develop the minerals.

One cannot imagine what the implications of overturning previous leasing

decisions would be, particularly if the leaseholder had already begun

development. Unwinding" a lease decision where the minerals have already been

produced, or "invalidating" such a lease, that was otherwise found to be properly

issued, would create additional problems. The Board itself has already alluded to

the conundrum of which party has jurisdiction over previous decisions2 •

3. The Board's ruling involves a hypertechnical
interpretation ofBLM's delegation policy and improperly allows
NGO's to challenge BLM internal policies.

Prior to its rulings in Spruce Stomp, Twentymile, Bridger Coal and now

West Antelope II, the Board consistently held that internal policies of BLM do not

provide an independent cause of action to enforce agency policy. See, Wyoming

Outdoor Council, 171 IBLA 153,167 (2007). While the Board has stated that it

will consider whether BLM complied with the policy directives in its Manual,

(see, e.g. Native Ecosystems Council, 139 IBLA 209,219 (1997)) such

consideration is limited to whether noncompliance with a policy is evidence or

arbitrary or capricious decisionmaking, not direct enforcement of the underlying

2 In the Bridger lease modification remand decision, Judge Reichel concurred in the Chief Judge's refusal
to accept a ratification from the Wyoming Deputy State Director for Minerals and Lands stating that the
DSD agreed with and approved the underlying Field Office Manager decision on lease modification. The
Board stated that once the decision was on appeal to IBLA "Because BLM did not have jurisdiction to
ratifY or otherwise modifY the decision on appeal, we fmd the ratification document had no legal effect, and
we deny BLM's motion." IBLA 2016-79 at 2. However, the Board then stated that "Because the DR is
not a BLM decision, it cannot be appealed to the Board, (Jd. at 3) meaning that the Board was without
jurisdiction to hear the appeal. Accordingly, if the Board did not have jurisdiction over the appeals then
BLM should have had the authority to ratifY the decisions.
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policy. Third parties do not have standing to challenge BLM's adherence to its

internal delegations manual, yet these recent decisions have allowed such

challenges. There is no question that the execution of a coal lease modification

has been delegated from the Secretary to BLM. The only question relates to

BLM's subsequent internal policy to re-delegate this authority within BLM. Here,

the Board's ruling appears to open the door for groups to challenge internal

delegation decisions, and environmental groups have accepted the Board's

implied invitation to file additional challenges. Just after the Board's decisions in

Spruce Stomp, Twentymile, Bridger Coal, WildEarth claimed that more than 18

previously issued coal leases are now "null and void" based on the Board's

rulings, and that subsequent Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and

Enforcement (OSMRE) mining plan modification approvals are also invalid. A

Director's review and remand to the Board to issue a merits decision on the West

Antelope II appeals would eliminate such a cloud over previously issued leases.

4. The Board waited too long to address this issue and
appears to be avoiding ruling on the merits by remanding the
decision.

In the first decision which raised this issue, the BLM decision to modify

the Spruce Stomp parcel had been briefed for more than two years before the

Board ruled. Based on its Spruce Stomp holding, the Board then rejected the

TwentyMile and Bridger Coal decisions and remanded both without ruling on

the merits, even though the issue of improper delegation was never raised by

appellants. The West Antelope II lease modification appeal had also been fully

briefed and under consideration by the Board for more than two years when

appellant WildEarth filed a notice of supplemental authority and the Board
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